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The Handbook of Geomancy 2018-11-19 with their festivals and traditional

industries their commun halls pagodas temples and vernacular buildings

the villages around hà nội possess a rich body of cultural architectural

and craft heritage less than one hour from the capital are over 500

specialist craft villages producing an array of religious or artistic objects as

well as food products industrial goods textiles basketware and much more

despite the trials and tribulations vietnam has endured these traditions

have remained alive today they constitute the basis of material social and

spiritual culture among the village communities of the red river delta the

artisans themselves and their local institutions see cultural tourism as a

way of further improving the fortunes of the craft village communities and

bringing their heritage to wider attention until recently few guides or

tourists had forayed into these settlements some of which are lost in the

maze of routes and tracks that criss cross the rice paddies of the hà nội

hinterland the history and skills they harbour have been inaccessible to all

but a few specialists few of the villages are signposted yet between them

they are home to three quarters of the architectural religious and craft

heritage of the upper delta this book the fruit of several years research by

specialists working in northern vietnam comprises ten itineraries blending

potted histories legends descriptions of craft techniques signposted walks

and maps designed to introduce travellers and lovers of vietnamese

culture to forty or so villages around hà nội many of us have seen their

wares on sale in shops in and around the 36 streets of hà nội old quarter



or in other cities in west this book is about the true lives and enduring

skills of the nameless artisans who made them

Discovering Craft Villages in Vietnam 2011-01-25 ahmadou kourouma s

remarkable novel is narrated by bingo a west african sora storyteller and

king s fool over the course of five nights he tells the life story of koyaga

president and dictator of the gulf coast orphaned at the age of seven

koyaga grows up to be a terrible hunter he fights mythical beasts and is a

shape shifter capable of changing himself into beasts and birds he fights

in the french colonial armies in vietnam and algeria but on his return he

mounts a coup and becomes ruler and dictator of the gulf coast for thirty

years he runs a corrupt but clean state surviving repeated assassination

attempts and gaining support and investment from abroad but when the

first world decides it no longer want to support dictatorships and call for

democracy he needs another ruse to maintain himself in power part

magic part history part savage satire waiting for the wild beasts to vote is

nothing less than a history of post colonial africa itself

Waiting For The Wild Beasts To Vote 2022-01-24 this book is the first

treatise on magic by Éliphas lévi and one of his fundamental works in this

book he criticizes magic as a collection of methods and rituals instead he

says magic is a universal power and attribute of a man an eternal religion

that existed before christianity and other religions according to his theory

proper magic as an attribute of a human is a combination of psychic force

will and imagination he calls the ordinary miracles attributed to



unnecessary magic exaggerations yet the access to the true magic is

constricted only to a narrow circle of selected people or magi those who

go through the initiation to magi acquire force to alter human wills his

works became quickly popular as their publication coincided with the

interest in magic and occultism in the second half of the 19th and the

beginning of the 20th century it also greatly influenced the magic of the

hermetic order of the golden dawn also in this text Éliphas lévi for the first

time pointed out that a pentagram or five pointed star with one point down

and two points up represents evil while a pentagram with one end up and

two points down represent the good

Transcendental Magic: Its Doctrine and Ritual 2022-11-23 jiyan un jeune

philosophe rencontre un vieux sage leur conversation s engage sous un

vieux chêne centenaire et se poursuit en marchant dans la forêt evdal

répond aux multiples interrogations de son jeune disciple de manière

bienveillante et inédite en lui racontant des contes philosophiques qu il a

inventés pour les hommes le jeune philosophe et le vieux sage écrit par l

auteur il y a 10 ans à son arrivée en france se fait écho à cette enfance

et reflète ce qui caractérise mem aydin son goût pour la recherche d une

pensée juste et utile qu il aime partager avec les autres réveille la

philosophie qui est en toi

Le jeune philosophe et le vieux sage 2006-01-01 this publication is based

on the discussions of the 2004 global colloquium on research and higher

education policy of the unesco forum for higher education research and



knowledge held in paris in december 2004 it contains contributions from

17 international experts in the field of higher education which explore the

global rise of the knowledge society and its implications for higher

education and for sustainable human development in the future

Knowledge, Power and Dissent 1999-11-26 this first full scale account of

leviticus by a world renowned anthropologist presents the biblical work as

a literary masterpiece seen in an anthropological perspective leviticus has

a mystical structure which plots the book into three parts corresponding to

the three parts of the desert tabernacle both corresponding to the parts of

mount sinai this completely new reading transforms the interpretation of

the purity laws the pig and other forbidden animals are not abhorrent they

command the same respect due to all god s creatures boldly challenging

several traditions of bible criticism mary douglas claims that leviticus is not

the narrow doctrine of a crabbed professional priesthood but a powerful

intellectual statement about a religion which emphasizes god s justice and

compassion

Leviticus as Literature 2018-08-08 we think we know what healers do they

build on patients irrational beliefs and treat them in a symbolic way if they

get results it s thanks to their capacity to listen rather than any influence

on a clinical level at the same time we also think we know what modern

medicine is a highly technical and rational process but one that scarcely

listens to patients at all in this book ethnopsychiatrist tobie nathan and

philosopher isabelle stengers argue that this commonly posed opposition



between traditional and modern medicine is misleading they show instead

that healers are interesting precisely because they don t listen to patients

using techniques of divination rather than diagnosis healers construct

genuine therapeutic strategies by identifying the origins of symptoms in

external forces outside of the mind of the sufferer modern medicine for its

part is characterized by empiricism rather than rationality what appears to

be the pursuit of rationality is ultimately only a means to dismiss and

exclude other forms of treatment blurring the distinctions between

traditional and modern practices and drawing on perspectives from across

the globe this ethnopsychiatric manifesto encourages us to think in

radically new ways about illness challenging accepted notions on the

relationship between sufferer and symptom

Doctors and Healers 2011-11 michel de certeau considers the uses to

which social representation and modes of social behavior are put by

individuals and groups describing the tactics available to the common

man for reclaiming his own autonomy from the all pervasive forces of

commerce politics and culture in exploring the public meaning of

ingeniously defended private meanings de certeau draws on an immense

theoretical literature in analytic philosophy linguistics sociology semiology

and anthropology to speak of an apposite use of imaginative literature

The Practice of Everyday Life 1990 this volume covers the period from

the end of the neolithic era to the beginning of the seventh century of our

era this lengthy period includes the civilization of ancient egypt the history



of nubia ethiopia north africa and the sahara as well as of the other

regions of the continent and its islands publisher s description

UNESCO General History of Africa, Vol. I, Abridged Edition 1990 although a

staunch supporter of french colonialism paul hazoume s narrative

captures the customs and traditions of dahomey this novel set in the first

half of the 19th century depicts a pattern of war slave trade and human

sacrifice practices that earned dahomey a reputation for brutality

Doguicimi 2017-05-15 the emerald tablet also known as the smaragdine

table or tabula smaragdina is a compact and cryptic piece of the

hermetica reputed to contain the secret of the prima materia and its

transmutation it was highly regarded by european alchemists as the

foundation of their art and its hermetic tradition the original source of the

emerald tablet is unknown hermes trismegistus is the author named in the

text the layers of meaning in the emerald tablet have been associated

with the creation of the philosopher s stone laboratory experimentation

phase transition the alchemical magnum opus the ancient classical

element system and the correspondence between macrocosm and

microcosm

The Emerald Tablet 1970 the akashic records contain everything that

every soul has ever thought said and done over the course of its

existence as well as all its future possibilities this valuable information can

help you with any aspect of your life journey and because the records are

also a dimension of consciousness they are available anytime and



everywhere linda howe the universe is alive and it has a memory just like

you known as the akashic records this energetic archive of soul

information stands ready to lovingly guide you once accessible to rare

spiritual masters now the records are available to anyone anytime

anywhere after a lifelong search for truth master teacher and healer linda

howe has developed an infallible method for accessing this reservoir of

information the pathway prayer process by lifting you to a divine level of

consciousness this sacred prayer opens the doors of the records where

your soul blueprint everything you need to know about your soul s destiny

awaits you there you will work with your masters teachers and loved ones

to cultivate a rich relationship with the records and ultimately learn to

unleash your highest potential grounded with the success stories of

dozens of people whose lives have been touched by the records this

comprehensive guidebook will help you confidently read the records for

yourself or another and find inspiration for your own spiritual path

accessing the akashic records provides an opportunity to align with your

soul and develop your own spiritual authority teaches linda howe now with

how to read the akashic records you can learn to connect with this divine

source for infinite joy inner peace and fulfillment linda howe is the founder

and director of the center for akashic studies an organization dedicated to

promoting the study of akashic records and other applicable spiritual

wisdom active in the healing arts for more than 20 years linda was moved

and inspired by the power of the records within herself and her clients she



began teaching this practice to students in 1996 and since then she has

successfully taught thousands of students to accurately read the akashic

records

The Sociology of the Yoruba 2009-05-01 this intricate and profound

exploration of kabbalistic symbolism as applied to the human body is a

classic in french esoteric circles it is the life work of psychotherapist

annick de souzenelle whose tremendous depth of thought has been

partially inspired by the depth psychology of c g jung de souzenelle

incorporates the symbolism of the hebrew language with biblical

references and her understanding of kabbalistic spirituality to present the

kabbalistic tree of life as a pattern of the human body in all its various

parts and vital organs from the bottom of the feet to the top of the head

not only is hers an important work in the field it also affords some flavor

of the rich french esoteric tradition the body and its symbolism will be

sought after by advanced students of the western esoteric traditions

especially kabbalah

How to Read the Akashic Records 2015-11-01 this elibron classics title is

a reprint of the original edition published by george routledge and sons

london and new york

The Body and Its Symbolism 2001-02 astronomy across cultures a history

of non western astronomy consists of essays dealing with the

astronomical knowledge and beliefs of cultures outside the united states

and europe in addition to articles surveying islamic chinese native



american aboriginal australian polynesian egyptian and tibetan astronomy

among others the book includes essays on sky tales and why we tell

them and astronomy and prehistory and astronomy and astrology the

essays address the connections between science and culture and relate

astronomical practices to the cultures which produced them each essay is

well illustrated and contains an extensive bibliography because the

geographic range is global the book fills a gap in both the history of

science and in cultural studies it should find a place on the bookshelves

of advanced undergraduate students graduate students and scholars as

well as in libraries serving those groups

The Mohicans of Paris 2012-12-06 a study of the profession as it evolved

in canada considers the issues that shaped engineers perceptions of their

work and its place in society annotation copyrighted by book news inc

portland or

Astronomy Across Cultures 1988 with unflinching gaze and

uncompromising intensity julius evola analyzes the spiritual and cultural

malaise at the heart of western civilization and all that passes for

progress in the modern world as a gadfly evola spares no one and

nothing in his survey of what we have lost and where we are headed at

turns prophetic and provocative revolt against the modern world outlines a

profound metaphysics of history and demonstrates how and why we have

lost contact with the transcendent dimension of being the revolt advocated

by evola does not resemble the familiar protests of either liberals or



conservatives his criticisms are not limited to exposing the mindless

nature of consumerism the march of progress the rise of technocracy or

the dominance of unalloyed individualism although these and other

subjects come under his scrutiny rather he attempts to trace in space and

time the remote causes and processes that have exercised corrosive

influence on what he considers to be the higher values ideals beliefs and

codes of conduct the world of tradition that are at the foundation of

western civilization and described in the myths and sacred literature of the

indo europeans agreeing with the hindu philosophers that history is the

movement of huge cycles and that we are now in the kali yuga the age of

dissolution and decadence evola finds revolt to be the only logical

response for those who oppose the materialism and ritualized

meaninglessness of life in the twentieth century through a sweeping study

of the structures myths beliefs and spiritual traditions of the major western

civilizations the author compares the characteristics of the modern world

with those of traditional societies the domains explored include politics law

the rise and fall of empires the history of the church the doctrine of the

two natures life and death social institutions and the caste system the

limits of racial theories capitalism and communism relations between the

sexes and the meaning of warriorhood at every turn evola challenges the

reader s most cherished assumptions about fundamental aspects of

modern life a controversial scholar philosopher and social thinker julius

evola 1898 1974 has only recently become known to more than a handful



of english speaking readers an authority on the world s esoteric traditions

evola wrote extensively on ancient civilizations and the world of tradition

in both east and west other books by evola published by inner traditions

include eros and the mysteries of love the yoga of power the hermetic

tradition and the doctrine of awakening

The Master Spirit of the Age 2018-07-13 the third book of enoch is biblical

apocryphal book in hebrew 3 enoch purports to have been written in the

2nd century but its origins can only be traced to the 5th century other

names for 3 enoch include the book of the palaces the book of rabbi

ishmael the high priest and the revelation of metatron most commonly the

book of enoch refers to 1 enoch which survived completely only in ge ez

there is also a second book of enoch which has survived only in old

slavonic

Revolt Against the Modern World 2020-07-25 this book re establishes the

relevance of mainstream anthropological and sociological approaches to

development processes and simultaneously recognizes that contemporary

development ought to be anthropology s principal area of study professor

de sardan argues for a socio anthropology of change and development

that is a deeply empirical multidimensional diachronic study of social

groups and their interactions the introduction provides a thought provoking

examination of the principal new approaches that have emerged in the

discipline during the 1990s part i then makes clear the complexity of

social change and development and the ways in which socio anthropology



can measure up to the challenge of this complexity part ii looks more

closely at some of the leading variables involved in the development

process including relations of production the logics of social action the

nature of knowledge forms of mediation and political strategies

The Third Book Illustrated 2013-07-18 the groundbreaking and classic

study that first popularized occultism alchemy and paranormal phenomena

in the 1960s provides profound insights into our perceptions of reality

telepathy mutants and parallel universes reveals the occult influences on

the nazis and introduces the alchemist fulcanelli and the work of charles

fort and gurdjieff over half a million copies sold this groundbreaking

international bestseller first published in 1960 couples profound insights

into the hidden history of humanity and our perceptions of reality with the

scientific evidence that supports the existence of paranormal activity

telepathy and extraterrestrial communications the first book to explore in

depth the nazi fascination with the occult pauwels and bergier also broke

new ground with their study of pyramidology alchemy and its close kinship

with atomic energy and the possibility of a widespread mutation of

humanity that would herald the dawn of a new age for the earth their

study of secret societies starting with the rosicrucians suggests that such

changes are actively being pursued in the present day by a conspiracy of

the most spiritually and intellectually advanced members of the human

race the morning of the magicians also explores the anomalous events

collected by charles fort the work of gurdjieff and the history of the



mysterious fulcanelli who was widely believed to have manufactured the

philosopher s stone which provided the nazis the motive for mounting an

intensive search for him during their occupation of paris much more than

a collection of strange facts defying conventional wisdom this book

remains a sophisticated philosophical exploration of repressed

phenomena and hidden histories that asks its readers to look at reality

with ever awakened eyes

Anthropology and Development 2008-12-09 the diabolical classic is

presented here with bonus illustrations from occult antiquity also included

are al jilwah and the black book

The Morning of the Magicians 2017-07-30 in the ultimate happiness

prescription bestselling author deepak chopra shows how to be happy in

spite of living in difficult or trying times by looking through the lens of our

contemporary understanding of consciousness combined with eastern

philosophy he has created a set of principles for living with ease the result

is an inspiring and instructive journey that leads to a prescription for living

life mindfully with a light heart and with effortless spontaneity a

prescription only dr deepak chopra could write with words like depression

and recession in the air he underlines the importance of keeping an eye

on the positive aspects of life and finding ways to experience joy no

matter what is happening to you this remarkably clear and helpful book

explains how to maintain an optimistic outlook and experience the benefits

of having a happy heart and soul no matter what the circumstances



The Grand Grimoire 2010-12-15 the human race is all too pre disposed to

think in terms of us and them europeans have always laid claim to the

ancient greeks they are our greeks our ancestors but their legacy reaches

further than we could ever imagine their influence stretches from the

japanese to the cossacks from ancient rome to indonesia in this path

breaking new volume the great french historian marcel detienne focuses

on eurocentric approaches which have trumpeted the greeks and their

democratic practices as our ancestors and the superiority of the western

tradition to which they gave rise he argues that such approaches can be

seen as narrow minded and often covertly nationalistic detienne

advocates what he calls comparative anthropology which sets out to

illuminate the comparisons and contrasts between the beliefs practices

and institutions of different ancient and modern societies detienne aims to

put the greeks in perspective among other civilisations and also to look

afresh at questions of political structure literacy nationhood intellect and

mythology the work of marcel detienne has made an enormous impact on

our thinking about the greeks in areas such as rationality literacy and

mythology and in this new volume he challenges once again our

conception of the greeks and their impact on the modern world

The Ultimate Happiness Prescription 2007-09-17 this work provides a view

of the 1000 year old tradition of the fulani people of west africa offering an

insight into their cosmology and their material and spiritual values this

edition includes an interview with the author explanatory notes and critical



and biographical essays

The Greeks and Us 1966 this volume of finely crafted case studies is also

the vehicle for an important general theory of divination this is a book

overflowing with ideas that will powerfully stimulate further research

journal of ritual studies the essays in this collection provide a very useful

overview of both the diversity of african divination systems and of recent

approaches to their study choice this unique collection of essays by an

exceptional international group of africanists demonstrates the central role

that divination continues to play throughout africa in maintaining cultural

systems and in guiding human action african divination systems offers

insights for current discussions in comparative epistemology cross cultural

psychology cognition studies semiotics ethnoscience religious studies and

anthropology

Tales of Amadou Koumba 1988 in his comprehensive treatment zumthor

emeritus u of montreal discusses general issues concerning oral poetry

from primary to mechanized orality including the setting of text to music

the forms of oral poetry the epic in the west africa and other parts of the

globe the oral poet s texte performance in its manifold styles across the

world roles played in oral poetry and oral ritual actions from archaic times

to the present homer to bob dylan translated from the first french edition

of 1983 paper edition unseen 17 95 annotation copyrighted by book news

inc portland or

Kaïdara 1991 this volume is the first critical edition of a medieval almanac



from the arabian peninsula it presents the arabic text an english

translation and a detailed analysis of a thirteenth century agricultural

almanac dated by internal evidence to a h 670 71 a d 1271 compiled by

the yemeni sultan al malik al ashraf umar ibn yusuf the third sultan of the

rasulid dynasty 13th 15th cent this almanac comprises one chapter of al

ashraf s scientific treatise kitab al tabsira fi ilm al nujum instruction in the

science of astronomy and astrology al ashraf s is the earliest and most

detailed of eight extant rasulid almanacs the almanac as a literary and

scientific genre in arab tradition has received little scholarly attention

although hundreds of manuscripts exist this study of almanac information

draws the reader across the arbitrary boundaries of disciplines into the full

array of medieval science and esoterica al ashraf s almanac contains

information on astronomy astrology time keeping meteorology plants and

animals agriculture including tax periods health and navigation not only for

yemen but for other parts of the medieval world as well it is the earliest

source to document the dates of the indian ocean sailing periods to and

from the port of aden the almanac provides a view of a medieval trading

network extending from north africa and southern europe to the indian

ocean and china information in the almanac is derived from both the

general islamic almanac tradition and ethnographic knowledge of local

practice and folklore although the almanac is not meant to be a

descriptive record of the agricultural cycle for example it is obvious that

most of the information is based on observation of actual practices and on



knowledge of folklore details of the yemeni agricultural cycle primarily for

the coastal region and the southern highlands are extremely valuable and

supplement discussions in extant rasulid agricultural and tax treatises

varisco s extensive commentary explains how the terminology and

concepts of al ashraf s text are related to those of earlier and

contemporaneous scientific texts throughout the islamic world and uses

his own ethnographic research on yemeni rural economy and folklore to

enhance his interpretation of the almanac one of the rewarding aspects of

studying the yemeni almanacs is that many of the agricultural activities

mentioned can still be observed and documented the study of a medieval

almanac as part of a living tradition can be accomplished in yemen better

perhaps than anywhere else in the arab world the older generation still

retains much of the accumulated agricultural and environmental lore from

scores of previous generations not only would it be impossible to

understand some of the almanac terminology without knowledge of

present day yemeni dialects but ethnographic study of traditional

agriculture and folk science despite changes over time helps in the

interpretation of old written sources because al ashraf s almanac

addresses a wide range of subjects readers from diverse disciplines will

find this volume of value not only will it be a basic reference for anyone

interested in yemen both ancient and modern but it has much to offer

scholars of medieval economy science and technology varisco s textual

approach of combining historical and contextual analysis with



ethnographic fieldwork further enhances the appeal and value of this

study book jacket title summary field provided by blackwell north america

inc all rights reserved

African Divination Systems 1990 the sacred texts of ifa repository of the

accumulated wisdom of countless generations of yoruba people are an

invaluable source not only for all students of african oral literature and

yoruba civilization but also for future generations interested in the

continuing vitality of ifa divination and a yoruba way of life and thought

henry drewal this landmark study of ifa the most important and elaborate

system of divination of the yoruba people of nigeria remains a

monumental contribution to scholarship in anthropology folklore religion

philosophy linguistics and african and african american studies

Introduction À la Poésie Orale 1994 in this biography barnaby rogerson

explores the life and times of this deeply influential figure vividly

describing the sixth century arabia where muhammad was born rogerson

charts his early years among the flocks the caravans and the markets of

his native mecca the night the archangel gabriel appeared before him and

muhammad become the messenger of god the dangerous years of

reciting the divine revelations in mecca his escape to yathrib medina and

the subsequent battles between the pagan meccans and the prophet s

muslim forces who would ultimately prove victorious book jacket

Medieval Agriculture and Islamic Science 1975 taken from the yoruba

word meaning born to die abiku skillfully weaves reality with fantasy to



create a mesmerizing hypnotic and unforgettable novel that approaches a

masterpiece of magic realism dan poynter author of write and grow rich

Sixteen Great Poems of Ifá 1991-03-11 this study of the byzantine

philosopher george gemistos plethon includes the first complete

translation of his treatise on the differences of aristotle from plato and

summarizes all his other works woodhouse emphasizes plethon s

controversy with george scholarios on the respective merits of plato and

aristotle and his important impact on the italian humanists during the

council of union at ferrara and florence in 1438 9 though plethon s

ambition to create a new religion based on neoplatonism was never

realized his ideas had a significant influence on the western renaissance

Ifa Divination 2003 no matter how old or young experienced or not

anyone can achieve levels of fulfillment and satisfaction never before

thought possible sex therapist dr barbara keesling tells men and women

the simple secret that can give couples unmatched pleasure for years

using dr keesling s techniques you and your partner will embark on an

erotic exploration of the realm of the senses and experience intimacy like

never before her proven helpful tips include how to prolong lovemaking

for as long as you want excercises that can enhance pleasure learning

how to touch and how to feel igniting your partner s passion and so much

more

The Prophet Muhammad 1998

Àbíkú 1963



African Mud Sculpture 1986

George Gemistos Plethon 1894

The Yoruba-speaking Peoples of the Slave Coast of West Africa

2009-03-17

How to Make Love All Night (and Drive Your Woman Wild) 2004

Ifá 1977

Ifá Divination Poetry
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